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IR plus vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy of neutral and ionic organic acid
molecules and clusters: Acetic acid
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Infrared �IR� vibrational spectroscopy of acetic acid �A� neutral and ionic monomers and clusters,
employing vacuum ultraviolet �VUV�, 10.5 eV single photon ionization of supersonically expanded
and cooled acetic acid samples, is presented and discussed. Molecular and cluster species are
identified by time of flight mass spectroscopy: the major mass features observed are AnH+ �n
=1–9�, ACOOH+ �VUV ionization� without IR radiation present, and A+ with both IR and VUV
radiation present. The intense feature ACOOH+ arises from the cleavage of �A�2 at the �-CC bond
to generate ACOOH++CH3 following ionization. The vibrational spectrum of monomeric acetic
acid �2500–7500 cm−1� is measured by nonresonant ionization detected infrared �NRID-IR�
spectroscopy. The fundamentals and overtones of the CH and OH stretches and some combination
bands are identified in the spectrum. Mass selected IR spectra of neutral and cationic acetic acid
clusters are measured in the 2500–3800 cm−1 range employing nonresonant ionization dip-IR and
IR photodissociation �IRPD� spectroscopies, respectively. Characteristic bands observed at
approximately 2500–2900 cm−1 for the cyclic ring dimer are identified and tentatively assigned. For
large neutral acetic acid clusters An�n�2�, spectra display only hydrogen bonded OH stretch
features, while the CH modes �2500–2900 cm−1� do not change with cluster size n. The IRPD
spectra of protonated �cationic� acetic acid clusters AnH+ �n=1–7� exhibit a blueshift of the free OH
stretch with increasing n. These bands finally disappear for n�6, and one broad and weak band due
to hydrogen bonded OH stretch vibrations at approximately 3350 cm−1 is detected. These results
indicate that at least one OH group is not involved in the hydrogen bonding network for the smaller
�n�5� AnH+ species. The disappearance of the free OH stretch feature at n�6 suggests that closed
cyclic structures form for AnH+ for the larger clusters �n�6�. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2378626�

I. INTRODUCTION

Intermolecular interactions between carboxylic acids are
a concern for a number of chemical and biological
systems.1–11 In crystals and liquids, carboxylic acid mol-
ecules are interlinked to form either cyclic dimers or infinite
chains: the nature of this intermolecular bonding depends on
the substituent R.1,12 Protonated carboxylic acid clusters have
been generated through electron impact ionization13–15 and
extensively studied with regard to unimolecular dissociation.
The �RCOOH�nH+ clusters with n�5 fragment through the
release of a neutral monomer. Optimized structure calcula-
tions for these clusters corroborate this dissociation
pathway.13,16 Open-chain structures with one or two free OH
group�s� at the periphery are favored energetically for n=5.
Chain structures terminated by closed cyclic dimer units are
preferable for n�6.13–16

Acetic acid molecules are known to form dimers in the
gas phase and this process has been extensively studied for
more than 50 years. Due to the stability of the planar cyclic
dimer with its two hydrogen bonds, it has been assumed to
be the only important associated species in the vapor phase

of acetic acid. Vibrational spectra of the dimer have been
observed approximately 2550–2800 cm−1 that present some
characteristic bands assigned as combination bands of low
energy modes of the cyclic dimer ring with the COH bending
overtone.17,18 Additionally, ab initio calculations and experi-
ments have been performed on the acetic acid dimer to elu-
cidate and understand these observed spectra.19,20

In the absence of resolvable electronic transitions in the
visible and ultraviolet spectral ranges, vibrational spectros-
copy has been the major approach to elucidation of the struc-
ture and dynamics of neutral and ionic carboxylic acid mol-
ecules and clusters.21–25 This approach has also been taken to
the study of alkyl alcohols,26,27 as well. In the present report,
we present observation of vibrational spectra of acetic acid
molecules and clusters generated and cooled in a supersonic
expansion. Vibrational spectra are acquired over the range of
2500–7500 cm−1 employing IR plus vacuum ultraviolet
�VUV� nonresonant ionization detected �NRID-IR� spectros-
copy. Additionally, IR plus VUV nonresonant ion dip
�NRIDip-IR� and infrared photodissociation �1RPD� spec-
troscopies are applied to the study of neutral and protonated
acetic acid clusters, respectively. Analysis of this vibrational
and time of flight mass spectroscopy �TOFMS� data leads to
structural information on acetic acid clusters.a�Electronic mail: erb@lamar.colostate.edu
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Generation and detection of acetic acid clusters

The experimental apparatus employed to record VUV/
TOFMS and IR spectra has been previously described in
detail,26–29 and thus only a brief description is given here.
Acetic acid vapor is seeded into a Ne/He mixture �70:30,
“first run Ne”� at a total pressure of 3 atm. The gas mixture
is expanded into a vacuum chamber from a General Valve
pulse nozzle under supersonic flow conditions. This molecu-
lar beam in the vacuum contains both acetic acid cold mono-
mers and clusters. The beam is collimated by a conical skim-
mer with a 1.5 mm entrance aperture at its apex, located
about 3 cm from the nozzle orifice. This beam is crossed
perpendicularly by a 118 nm VUV laser beam at the ion
source region of a TOFMS. The counter propagating �to the
VUV beam� IR laser beam is focused upstream from the
molecular beam/118 nm beam intersection point by a 40 cm
focal length lens.

Generation of the VUV 118 nm laser light and the IR
light is reported in previous publications from our
laboratory.28,29 The VUV radiation is generated as the ninth
harmonic of the fundamental of the 1.064 �m output of a
Nd+3: YAG �yttrium aluminum garnet� laser. The fundamen-
tal 1.064 �m is tripled to 355 nm, which is focused into a
cell of Xe:Ar 1:10 at approximately. 250 Torr by a 25 cm
lens. The 118 nm light generated is focused by a MgF2 lens
into the ionization region of a TOFMS. This same lens de-
focuses the residual 355 nm light. The 118 nm light is
�5 �J/pulse or �1012 photons/pulse and the conversion ef-
ficiency is roughly 10−5. This light is employed for single
photon ionization of the molecules and clusters in the mo-
lecular beam. IR light output over the covered range is
3–5 mJ/pulse with a bandwidth of 2–3 cm−1 �broad band
mode�.

B. IR+VUV spectroscopy detection of acetic acid
monomers, clusters, and their ions

The VUV �10.5 eV� single photon is not energetic
enough to ionize a supersonic expansion cooled acetic acid
monomer as the acetic acid ionization energy �IE� is
10.8 eV.30 If the IR laser is scanned to excite the acetic acid
molecule to vibrational excited states of the ground elec-
tronic state, the total energy in the molecule of �h�IR

+h�VUV� is higher than the IE of acetic acid and the IR
excited molecule can absorb a 10.5 eV photon and ionize.
By this technique �NRID-IR�, the OH and CH stretch funda-
mental and overtone modes are recorded as an increase in the
monomer ion mass channel A+.

IR spectroscopy of neutral clusters and their ions is de-
veloped based on vibrational predissociation spectroscopy of
weakly bound clusters.31–34 Previous studies on methanol
clusters27 demonstrate that they can be ionized by VUV
�118 nm, 10.5 eV� light and that the generated
�CH3OH�n−1H+ protonated clusters originate from their neu-
tral parent clusters �CH3OH�n. This proton transfer reaction
is driven by the excess ionization energy �vertical ionization
energy �VIE� versus adiabatic ionization energy �AIE�� and
by the �H of the proton transfer reaction whose barrier must

be smaller than the �VIE�-�AIE� energy. The IE of acetic acid
�10.8 eV� �Ref. 30� is close to that of methanol and similar
detection can be obtained for the present system.

With the tunable IR light introduced in the experiment
approximately 50 ns prior to the VUV pulse, IR absorption
�multiphoton, most likely� by a cluster will induce photodis-
sociation of the neutral �CH3COOH�n �An� leading to a
reduction of the protonated acetic acid cluster ion
��CH3COOH�n−1H+� signal related to the neutral parent clus-
ter �CH3COOH�n. Thus by scanning the IR wavelength
while monitoring the �CH3COOH�n−1H+ mass channel signal
intensity, a mass selective IR spectrum of the neutral cluster
An is obtained as an IR in dip spectrum. This technique is
called NRIDip-IR spectroscopy.

Similarly, if the tunable IR light pulse is introduced with
a delay time of approximately 30 ns after the VUV laser
pulse, a mass selected IR spectrum of cluster cation An−1H+

is obtained as an ion dip spectrum, as the IR wavelength is
scanned. This detection method is called IRPD spectroscopy.
Thus to be explicit, these experiments can show two sources
of cluster fragmentation. The first is due to a proton transfer
reaction in the newly created An ion, An

+. This generates the
detected An−1H+ cluster ion and is present without IR radia-
tion for spectroscopy. The second source of fragmentation
allows the observation of IR spectra of An or An−1H+ on the
An−1H+ mass channel. This source is due to IR dissociation
of the neutral cluster or protonated cluster ion probably as-
sociated with multiphoton IR absorption as the IR laser is
tuned through the range of 2500–7000 cm−1.26,27,28�d�,29

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. VUV „118 nm… single photon ionization of acetic
acid clusters

Figure 1 shows the TOF mass spectrum of acetic acid
clusters employing 118 nm laser light for single photon ion-
ization. The main cluster ion series observed is
�CH3COOH�nH+ �AnH+� �n=1–8�. The 118 nm photon en-
ergy �10.49 eV� is roughly 0.1–0.3 eV below the VIE for
acetic acid. Clusters An have a lower IE than the acetic acid
monomer, and can in general be ionized by a 118 nm photon;
protonated clusters An−1H+ are generated from An

+ cluster
ions by subsequent proton transfer and fragmentation of
CH3COO. Similar results are reported for alcohol, water, and

FIG. 1. TOF mass spectrum of acetic acid clusters ionized by a single
photon of VUV �118 nm� light. The peaks at 24.9, 28.4, and 31.7 �s can be
assigned as �CH3COOH�n �n=3, 4, and 5�, respectively. The feature at
�31.9 �s is a background �oil?� peak.
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ammonia clusters. The �H of the proton transfer reaction
following the ionization process drives the fragmenta-
tion.26,27,28�d�,29

The mass spectrum of Fig. 1 evidences an additional
feature identified as CH3COOHCOOH+ �ACOOH+�: this
feature arises from a �-CC bond fission reaction for the
dimer A2. A similar reaction has been characterized for eth-
anol and propanol in detail by Tsai et al.35 The mass feature
ACOOH+ has almost the same intensity as the AH+ feature
also from A2 and also generated from the ionized dimer
A2

+ ��CH3COOH�H++CH3COO and �CH3COOH�COOH+

+CH3�. These two reaction channels for A2
+ are predicted by

ab initio calculations,35 as well. Table I summarizes the heats
of reaction for different dissociation channels of the acetic
acid dimer, as generated by calculations, but does not give
reaction path surfaces or channel barriers. Thus, two path-
ways are identified for the ion molecule reaction for the
dimer under VUV, single photon ionization. Note that the
CH3/ACOOH+ reaction channel is not open for larger clus-
ters �n�2�. This observation implies that the proton affini-
ties �PA� of larger clusters are larger than those of An�n
=1,2�, and these larger PAs favor the proton transfer channel
over the �-CC cleavage channel for the cluster ion An

+.

B. IR+VUV „118 nm… nonresonant ionization detected
„NRID-IR… spectroscopy of the acetic acid monomer

As pointed out above, a 118 nm �10.5 eV� single photon
cannot ionize a cold acetic acid monomer. With addition of
vibrational excitation of the monomer in the mid-IR range
�0.35–0.7 eV�, the total energy in the molecule will exceed
its VIE and hence the molecule can ionize. The mass spec-
trum of Fig. 2�a� shows that this is indeed the case. Given
this fact, IR+VUV NRID-IR spectroscopy has been applied
to obtain the vibrational spectrum of acetic acid in the
mid-IR range �2500–7500 cm−1�. This spectrum is shown in
Fig. 2�b�: features located at approximately 3585 and
6999 cm−1 are due to the OH fundamental stretch ��OH� and
its first overtone �2�OH�, respectively,36,37 the four features
located near 3000 cm−1 can be identified as CH fundamental
stretches ��CH�, and the features approximately 6000 cm−1

are due to the CH stretch mode overtones. The medium in-
tense feature at approximately 4000–4200 cm−1 can be as-
signed as the combination band �OH ��1� stretch plus �OH

torsion ��17� and the intense feature at approximately
5378 cm−1 can be attributed to �1+CO stretch �CO.38–40 The
assignments are labeled in Fig. 2�b�.

C. Nonresonant ion dip IR „NRIDip-IR… spectroscopy
of the acetic acid neutral dimer „A2…

Acetic acid is a valuable model compound for the study
of cooperative hydrogen bonding as it predominantly forms
well-defined cyclic dimers with two hydrogen bonds in the
gas phase. This structure is presented in Fig. 3�a�. The rather
complicated IR and Raman spectra of the acetic acid dimer
in the range of 2500–3300 cm−1 have been studied experi-
mentally and theoretically since 1970.41–45 Mass selective
NRIDip-IR spectroscopy is applied here to determine the IR
spectrum of the acetic acid neutral dimer in a supersonic
expansion: the spectrum of the dimer A2 is displayed in Figs.
4�a� and 4�b�. The mass channels �CH3COOH�H+ and
�CH3COOH�COOH+ have been monitored and generate the
same IR spectrum of the neutral dimer. Spectra for each mass
channel are nearly identical and correspond well to each
other. The IR spectrum observed monitoring �CH3COOH�H+

is shown as an enhancement, while that for mass channel
�CH3COOH�COOH+ is shown as a decrease �dip�
in the mass signal. The channel generating the
�CH3COOH�COOH+ species has a calculated lower �H of
reaction than the �CH3COOH�H+ channel: both channels re-

TABLE I. Heat of the reactions obtained from calculations with B3LYP/
aug-cc-pVDZ. Calculations are carried out with default options for GAUSS-

IAN 03 �energy and density minimization to 10−4 or energy to 10−5 whichever
comes first for the SCF program�. The integrations are accomplished with a
“fine” grid as default. All energies are corrected for harmonic zero point
energies.

Reaction �H �eV�

�CH3COOH�2→ �CH3COOH�2
+ 9.53

�CH3COOH�2→CH3COOH−COOH++CH3 9.72
�CH3COOH�2→CH3COOH2

++CH3COOO 10.56

FIG. 2. �a� Mass spectrum of CH3COOH+ and CH3COOH2
+ with the pres-

ence of IR light �black line� and absence of IR light �red line�. Note that
CH3COOH+ intensity changes for IR on and off. �b� Mid-IR
�2500–7200 cm−1� vibrational spectrum of the supersonic expansion cooled
acetic acid monomer detected by NRDI-IR spectroscopy using acetic acid
vapor seeded in 3 atm of a He/Ne mixture.

FIG. 3. Structures of the acetic acid dimer �CH3COOH�2 �a�, the fragment
cations, m /z 105, �CH3COOH�COOH+ ��b� and �c��, and �CH3COOH�2H+

�d�. Geometries are optimized at the density functional theory level
B3LYP/6-31G�d�.
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flect the neutral dimer spectrum. The mechanism that gener-
ates a signal increase at mass channel �CH3COOH�H+ and a
decrease at mass channel �CH3COOH�COOH+ could be as
follows:

�CH3COOH�2 + h�1R → �CH3COOH�2
*, �1�

�CH3COOH�2
* + h�VUV → �CH3COOH�2

+*, �2�

�CH3COOH�2
+* → CH3COOH2

+* + CH3COO, �3�

→�CH3COOH�COOH+* + CH3, �4�

�CH3COOH��COOH�+* → CH3COOH2
+ + CO2. �5�

The sharp features at �3407 and �4000 cm−1 �Fig.
4�a�� could be due to the neutral dimer in an asymmetric,
minor conformation with both hydrogen bonded and free OH
groups. Studies have shown that the bonded OH and free CH
stretches of the symmetric dimer contribute to the broad
bands located approximately 3000 cm−1.46–48 The features at
3407 and 4000 cm−1 can be assigned as a �weakly� bonded
OH stretch and a bonded OH stretch combined with the OH
torsion, respectively, for the asymmetric neutral dimer. These
two features have been redshifted approximately 180 and
134 cm−1 from the comparable free OH stretch features of
the acetic acid monomer. The broad structureless feature pre-
viously observed in the region of 2500–3000 cm−1 has en-
gendered a number of different and conflicting interpreta-
tions in the past.16–19,49 These previous studies were carried

out on near room temperature samples and were not free of
hot band interference which can add to the interpretational
ambiguities. Figure 4�b� presents a better resolved spectrum
in this region obtained for a supersonically cooled sample of
acetic acid employing NRIDip-IR spectroscopy. The OH
stretch �OH is strongly red shifted by approximately
600 cm−1 �peak located at 2930 cm−1� due to the rather
strong hydrogen bonds in the double-bridged hydrogen
bonded acetic acid dimer. The peak at 2594 is assigned as the
overtone of the COH bonding mode ���COH��, the IR activ-
ity of which is strongly enhanced by Fermi resonance with
�OH.19,49 Most of the other features in this region are caused
by coupling of the COH bending overtone with low fre-
quency modes of the dimer. Features located at 2661 and
2742 cm−1 can be assigned as combination bands of the
COH bending overtone with the in-plane ring deformation
��� and its overtone, respectively. The peaks at approxi-
mately 2721 and 2762 cm−1 are assigned the combination
bands of the COH bending overtone with the out-of-plane
ring deformations �	� and the OO stretch mode ��OO�, re-
spectively. These assignments agree well with the recent ex-
perimental results reported by Seifert et al.49 Table II sum-
marizes these findings and assignments.

D. IR+VUV NRIDip-IR spectroscopy of acetic acid
neutral clusters „An…

NRIDip-IR spectroscopy has been employed to obtain
the vibrational spectrum of mass selected neutral clusters An

�n=1–8�: these spectra are monitored in the An−1H+ mass
channels, respectively, except for n=1 and 2. In these latter
two instances the mass channels A+ and ACOOH+ are em-
ployed to acquire the monomer and dimer spectra, respec-
tively. Figure 5 displays these data. Similar to the alcohols,26

the lack of free OH features in the IR spectra for larger
clusters �n�2� reveals that OH groups in the clusters are
involved in hydrogen bonding. Only one intense dip at
3340 cm−1 is observed for the trimer; this represents the hy-
drogen bonded OH bands for the cyclic trimer. For clusters
larger than the trimer, bonded OH bands have redshifted and
converged to approximately 3000 cm−1 at n=8. These fea-
tures then overlap with the CH bands, which apparently are
not shifted upon cluster formation. The stability of the CH

FIG. 4. Vibrational spectra of acetic acid monomer and dimer of employing
NRIDip-IR spectroscopy and monitoring the mass channels CH3COOH+,
CH3COOH2

+, and CH3COOHCOOH+ in the region of 2500–4200 cm−1 �a�
and 2500–3000 cm−1 �b�. a: �COH, b: 2�COH+�, c: 2�COH+	, d: 2�COH+�,
and e: 2�COH+�OO. �COH: COH bending, �: in-plane ring deformation, b:
out-of-plane ring deformation, and �OO: OO stretch.

TABLE II. Summary assignment of the IR spectrum for the acetic acid
dimer.

Modes Energies �cm−1� Assignment

2�COH 2594 COH bending overtone
2�COH+� 2661 Coupling COH bending overtone and

in-plane ring deformation
2�COH+	 2721 Coupling COH bending overtone and

out-of-planering deformation
2�COH+2� 2742 Coupling COH bending overtone and

in-plane ring deformation overtone
2�COH+� 2762 Coupling COH bending overtone and

the OO stretches
�OH 2930 Bonded OH fundamental stretches
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bands suggests that the CH moieties are not directly involved
in the cluster hydrogen bonding intermolecular interactions
in neutral clusters.

E. IR+VUV IRPD spectroscopy of acetic acid cluster
cations

Mass selected IRPD spectra of �CH3COOH�COOH+

and the sequence of protonated ions �CH3COOH�nH+�n
=1–7� are presented in Fig. 6. Spectra are monitored in the
mass channels indicated in the figure. These ions arise from
the neutral n+1 cluster and both �CH3COOH�H+ and
�CH3COOH�COOH+ arise from the neutral dimer. The three
IR spectral features observed for the �CH3COOH�H+ and
�CH3COOH�COOH+ mass channels �3263, 3502, and
3575 cm−1� must arise from a common ion or two
different ions with very similar spectra. Clearly the
�CH3COOH�COOH+ ion loses intensity and the
�CH3COOH�H+ ion gains intensity in the mass spectrum
as the IR laser is scanned. Thus the reaction
�CH3COOH�COOH+→ �CH3COOH�H++CO2 must occur

due to IR absorption. Figures 3�b� and 3�c� show the two
isomers �I and II� for �CH3COOH�COOH+ species based on
B3LYP/6-31G�d� calculations. Isomer I �b� is lower in en-
ergy than isomer II �c� by 6.5 kJ/mol. The most likely ex-
planation for the two mass channels AH+ and ACOOH+ dis-
playing the same spectrum of the respective ions is that
ACOOH+→AH+ upon absorption of IR light approximately
3000 cm−1 and that the spectra of AH+ and ACOOH+ are
similar. According to the energies given in Table III for
�CH3COOH�COOH+, the features at 3502 cm−1 can be as-
signed as the double hydrogen bonded OH symmetric and
asymmetric stretches for isomer II, and the weaker and sharp
feature at 3575 and the broad band at approximately
3263 cm−1 can be assigned as due to the free OH stretch and
the hydrogen bonded OH stretch, respectively, of isomer I.

Again, similar to the results for methanol and ethanol
protonated cluster ions,26 the spectrum of A2H+ �n=2 in Fig.
6� has a dip contribution from the free OH stretch at approxi-
mately 3570 cm−1. This feature is distorted by a sharp peak
at approximately 3575 cm−1, that is generated by the disso-
ciation of larger clusters into the protonated dimer �A2H+ see

FIG. 6. The CH, OH stretch fundamental vibrations of acetic acid cluster
cations, �CH3COOH�COOH+, and �CH3COOH�nH+, for n=1 �top� to 7
�bottom�, recorded by IRPD spectroscopy through monitoring the parent
cation signals generated by VUV single photon ionization. Here the value n
refers to the actual cluster ion observed and IR spectrum obtained, except
for �CH3COOH�COOH+. The ion cluster spectra arise from fragmentation
of the cluster ions due to �probably multiphoton� infrared absorption �see
text Sec. II for more explanation�.

FIG. 5. The CH, OH stretch fundamental vibrations of acetic acid clusters,
�CH3COOH�n, for n=1 �top� to 8 �bottom�, recorded by NRIDip-IR spec-
troscopy through monitoring CH3COOH+ �n=1�, �CH3COOH�COOH+ �n
=2�, and �CH3COOH�n−1H+ �n=3–8� signals generated by VUV single
photon ionization. Here n refers to the neutral cluster whose spectrum is
recorded in the above ion mass channels. The neutral cluster signals arise
due to �probably multiphoton� infrared absorption and neutral cluster
fragmentation.

TABLE III. The geometry parameters and OH vibrational energies of the isomers for the �CH3COOH�COOH+

cation calculated at the theory level B3LYP/6-31G�d�. Calculations are carried out with default options for
GAUSSIAN 03 �energy and density minimization to 10−4 or energy to 10−5 whichever comes first for the SCF

program�. The integrations are accomplished with a “fine” grid as default. All energies are corrected for
harmonic zero point energies.

Parameter Isomer I Isomer II

Hydrogen bond Bond length �RO–H¯O� �Å� 2.71 2.82
Bond angle ��O–H¯O� �°� 177.8 149.8

Stretch energies Bonded OH �cm−1� 3337 �3263�a 3549, 3492b

�3502�a

Free OH �cm−1� 3608 3575a

Energy different �kJ/mol� 6.5

aThe values in the parentheses are the experimental values obtained in this work.
bSymmetric and asymmetric stretches.
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Fig. 3�d�� mass channel. This observation implies that the
protonated dimer has a stable closed shell structure: as can be
seen in Fig. 3�d� this species has a structure in which the
proton is shared symmetrically between the two acetic acid
molecules in the cluster. For medium size protonated clusters
�n=3, 4, and 5�, a relatively sharp feature at approximately
3575 cm−1 �n=3�, 3579 cm−1 �n=4�, and 3586 cm−1 �n=5�
is observed and assigned as the free OH stretch in these
protonated clusters. This free OH band, however, for
AnH+ �n=3, 4, and 5� disappears at n=6 and a weak broad
band approximately 3320 cm−1 can be observed for this lat-
ter protonated cluster ion. These results suggest the forma-
tion of closed cyclic or multicyclic structure�s� for proto-
nated acetic acid clusters with n�6. Similar results are
found for methanol clusters.50

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The TOFMS of acetic acid hydrogen bonded clusters in
a supersonic expansion is recorded with 118 nm VUV ion-
ization of neutral clusters. The primary sequence of clusters
observed in the mass spectrum is �CH3COOH�nH+. Addi-
tionally, one cluster of the form �CH3COOH�COOH+ is ob-
served. The latter cluster arises from the neutral dimer by the
loss of CH3 upon ionization. The main sequence of clusters
arises from the �CH3COOH�n+1 neutral through proton
transfer and fragmentation following ionization to
�CH3COOH�n+1

+ . The absence of other fragment ions
of the form �CH3COOH�nCOOH+ from larger neutrals
�CH3COOH�n+1 �n�2� suggests that the proton affinities of
larger clusters are larger than that of the neutral monomer.

The fundamental and first overtone of the CH and OH
stretch modes and some combination bands are identified in
the spectrum of cooled acetic acid between 2500 and
7500 cm−1, through IR+VUV nonresonance ionization spec-
troscopy.

Mass resolved IR spectra of acetic neutral clusters are
obtained in the range of 2500–3800 cm−1 employing non-
resonant ion dip IR spectroscopy. Characteristic bands ob-
served at approximately 2500 to 2900 cm−1 for the cyclic
dimer are identified. IR spectra for larger clusters suggest
that all �CH3COOH�n neutral clusters form a cyclic struc-
ture, with all OH groups involved in the cluster hydrogen
bonding network. The CH groups are not involved in the
hydrogen bonding cluster network.

Spectra obtained for the protonated acetic acid clusters
�n=1–7� show that the free OH stretches exhibit a blueshift
with increasing cluster size n and converge to a value of
approximately 3580 cm−1 for n=5. Thus at least one OH
group in each member of the protonated cluster ion series
AnH+ �1�n�5� is not involved in the cluster hydrogen
bonding network. The disappearance of the free OH band at
approximately 3580 cm−1 and the appearance of a broad and
weak band at approximately 3350 cm−1 for n�6 suggests
that closed cyclic or multicyclic structures are formed for
protonated acetic acid cluster ions �CH3COOH�nH+ �n�6�.
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